Bus-Scan® CR2

Panel Mount
LED

To Interior
Light Switch
Cut interior light switch wire and
Connect cut ends in series with
GRAY and GRAY/BLACK wires
GREY/BLACK

RED
+12V Constant

15A
FUSE

10A
FUSE

Interior Lights N.O.

To Interior
Lights

GRAY
Interior Lights Common

BLACK
Ground

Deactivation
Switch

ORANGE
Deactivation Wire

BROWN
Accessory Power
+12V when ignition is on
WHITE
Not Used

GREEN/BLACK
Positive (+) Door Trigger

YELLOW
Horn Output Signal
To horn wire under dash
10A
FUSE

BLUE

GREEN
Horn Polarity
Most frequently at 0v (Ground); however, some
vehicles use +12v to activate the horn. Make sure
to confirm the proper polarity of your horn activation
before connecting.

Warning Lights

VIOLET
Negative Door Trigger connects
to Door Switch input of flasher

Arming Wire – Connect to Stop Arm or
to activation of Warning Flashers...
OR
...can be connected to Ignition
Accessory power (tied to Yellow) to activate
the CR2 when Ignition is turned ON

Most door switches sense the physical position of the service door. However, some
power-assisted door systems activate flashers directly from the panel switch,
NOT from a switch that actually senses whether or not the door is open. In
that case, you will need to use a microswitch that feeds 0v (Ground) when the door
is physically open. Please see the “RTI Door Switch” document for details.
NOTE 1:
If you are replacing an existing CRS CR2 installation that uses the vehicle’s rear door buzzer and diodes for the disarming circuit,
you will need to replace that with a simple push button that is wired as shown in the diagram above. We consider it to be bad
practice to use the buzzer circuit in that way, because it has a high potential for vehicle electrical system interference.
NOTE 2:
This diagram is for use with RTI Wiring Harness (P/N 106000). The wire color scheme differs from the original
CRS harness colors (although the connection positions are functionally identical, for plug-and-play compatibility).
CAUTION:
Never remove or bypass any fuses--doing so can create hazards or damage equipment. Always use specified fuses.
Never connect the Horn outputs directly to the horn; always connect to the coil side of the vehicle's horn relay.

